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Maximize the New and Improved Management Capabilities

Install, configure, and administer Oracle Application Server 10g and take full advantage of its flexible architecture. This exclusive Oracle Press book explains how to manage business applications, portals, and Web sites in the grid computing environment. You’ll learn how to use all the administration features to their full potential, streamline management, improve resource utilization, and deliver higher functionality in the enterprise.

	Configure and manage the Oracle Application Server 10g infrastructure 
	Administer and maintain the Oracle HTTP Server (OHS) 
	Minimize the transmission of redundant data using the Oracle Application Server 10g Web Cache 
	Configure the server to support Java and J2EE applications 
	Handle backup and recovery 
	Manage Oracle Container for Java (OC4J) with Oracle Enterprise Manager 
	Connect applications to the database using JDBC, TopLink, and Entity Enterprise JavaBeans 
	Take advantage of the built-in high availability features 
	Monitor, tune, and load balance the server 
	Implement security measures in all server components     


    About the Author
     Don Burleson (Kittrell, NC) has 20 years of experience as a database administrator and has written 9 books on database management including Oracle SAP Administration (O¿Reilly), High-Performance Oracle8 Tuning, High-Performance Oracle Data Warehousing, High-Performance Oracle Database Applications (Coriolis) and Oracle8 Tuning, German Edition (Sybex). Don has taught more than 100 University courses and regularly conducts in-house Oracle training.       
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The Grammaticalization of Give + Infinitive  A Comparative Study of Russian, Polish, and Czech   TILSM  256 (Trends in Linguistics. Studies and Monographs)Mouton de Gruyter, 2012

	The study analyses the grammaticalization of 'give' with infinitive in causative and modal constructions in the closely related Slavic languages Russian, Polish and Czech. Drawing on extensive diachronic and synchronic corpus data, the study combines a detailed analysis of the current use of these constructions with a reconstruction...
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C# 2005 For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2005
Programming can be fun using the power of C#
See how you can use C# to write Windows applications and much more!     

Interested in the exciting possibilities of programming with C#? Well, look sharp! Even if you've never programmed before, you'll see how C# allows you to write code using the Visual Studio® 2005 interface. From...
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Enterprise Architecture at Work: Modelling, Communication and AnalysisSpringer, 2005
Many stakeholders within and outside the company can be identified, ranging from top-level management to software engineers. Each stakeholder requires specific information presented in an accessible way, to deal with the impact of such wide-ranging developments. To predict the effects of such developments and modifications of an...
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Advances in Quantitative Analysis of Finance and AccountingWorld Scientific Publishing, 2007
Advances in Quantitative Analysis of Finance and Accounting is an annual publication designed to disseminate recent developments in the quantitative analysis of finance and accounting. The publication is a forum for statistical and quantitative analyses of issues in finance and accounting as well as applications of quantitative methods to problems...
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Managing Data with Excel (Business Solutions)Que, 2004
The Business Solutions series was created to provide professionals like you with books that are focused on a specific use or application of a software product. Managing Data with Excel is the ONLY book that focuses on efficient and effective data management, including designing the layout of data on the worksheet and knowing which functions to use...
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Energy Geotechnics: SEG-2018 (Springer Series in Geomechanics and Geoengineering)Springer, 2018

	
		This book collects selected full papers presented at the International Symposium on Energy Geotechnics 2018 (SEG-2018), held on 25th – 28th

	
		 September 2018, at the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology in Lausanne (EPFL). It covers a wide range of topics in energy geotechnics, including...
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